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Day 1: Thursday, 11 July 2013 - Montessori

12.30  Registration and Practical Information

13.30  Words of welcome
       Kristine Horner, Ingrid de Saint-Georges and Jean-Jacques Weber
       Introduction to the workshop

       Germain Dondelinger
       Premier conseiller de gouvernement
       Ministère de l'Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche

13.40  Plenary Lecture: Adelheid Hu (Luxembourg)
       Teaching and learning in international and multilingual universities: Ideas for empirical
       research and some preliminary results of a pilot study
       Chair: Ingrid de Saint-Georges (Luxembourg)

14.10  Francine Uwera (Luxembourg)
       Multilingualism and Legal Education: Preliminary results of a pilot study conducted at the
       faculty of law in Luxembourg

       Yan Zhen Chen (Strasbourg)
       Plurilingual competence in a class of Mandarin as a foreign language: Towards an
       analysis of intersecting discourses
       Discussant: Jürgen Erfurt (Frankfurt)

15.20  Coffee break

15.40  Stefan Karl Serwe (Luxembourg)
       ‘Ohne Glutamat’ / ‘No MSG’: Shelf label design in a Thai supermarket in rural Germany

       Anna Weirich (Frankfurt)
       Majorized linguistic repertoires in the Moldovan Military Academy: Representations of the
       role of ‘foreign languages’
       Discussant: Kristine Horner (Sheffield)

16.50  Short break

17.00  Joanna Kremer (Sheffield)
       “Come back next year to be a Luxembourger”: Perspectives on language testing and
       citizenship legislation ‘from below’

       Jenny Carl (Southampton)
       Multilingualism and space: Memories of place in language biographies of ethnic Germans
       in Sopron
       Discussant: Jean-Jacques Weber (Luxembourg)

18.10  Wine reception sponsored by the Research Field Multilingualism in Education &
       Society, LCMI Research Unit followed by dinner at La Ciociara in Walferdange

Day 2: Friday, 12 July 2013 - Montessori

9.00   Plenary Lecture: Carol Pfaff (FU Berlin)
       Ideologies, policies, practices of multilingualism: Perspectives from studies of children
       and adolescents with Turkish background in Germany
       Chair: Jean-Jacques Weber (Luxembourg)

9.30   Büşra Hamurcu (Strasbourg)
       Role of gestures in language acquisition of 3-year-old Turkish-French bilingual preschool
       children in France

       Valérie Fialais (Strasbourg)
       Bilingual education at kindergarten level in Alsace: Rethinking the one language-one
       person policy
       Discussant: Ulrich Mehlem (Frankfurt)

10.40  Coffee break

11.00  Pascale Dubois (Strasbourg/La Réunion)
       Collaboration between teachers and municipal officers in La Réunion:
       Constructing a linguistic partnership

       Tatjana Leichsering (Frankfurt)
       Linguistic and social diversity in urban schools: Language learning processes and
       dynamics of identity negotiation
       Discussant: Ingrid de Saint-Georges (Luxembourg)

12.10  Lunch

13.30  Angélique Remond-Rémy (Strasbourg)
       English in ten French-speaking families in France: Why, how and for what?

       Annie Flore Made (Luxembourg)
       A sociolinguistic study of linguistic practices within multilingual families living in
       Luxembourg
       Discussant: Christine Hélot (Strasbourg)

14.40  Coffee break

15.00  Marie Leroy (Frankfurt)
       “Le lingue meiner Nachbarschaft”: An experimental approach to pupils’ attitudes toward
       multilingualism

       Isabelle van der Bom (Sheffield)
       Examining world-construction in the narrative of a Hong Kong migrant living in Sheffield
       Discussant: Kasper Juffermans (Luxembourg)

16.10  Short break

16.20  Plenary Lecture: Patrick Stevenson (Southampton)
       Language (hi)stories: Researching multilingualism and migration in Berlin
       Chair: Kristine Horner (Sheffield)

16.50  Roundtable discussion

17.50  Closing of workshop

18.30  Lived multilingualism: walking tour of Luxembourg City followed by dinner at Mesa Verde
       in Luxembourg City